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Hello again everybody, I hope your Halloween was well-scary and fun.  Super Tuesday 

was merely a couple of days before the Tavern, which is the name given to the first 

Tuesday in November with numerous elections happening at the same time in the 

States.  I watched The Daily Show / The Colbert Report ‘Rally to Restore Sanity/Fear’ on 

Saturday 30 October (held on the Washington D.C. National Mall) via the web, and it was 

very entertaining.  By most accounts, this got roughly twice the amount of attendees as 

right-winger Glenn Beck’s ‘Restoring Honour’ rally a few weeks before on the same spot.  

I can only hope that the serious intent of a satirical event made some kind of difference, 

if not necessarily directly at the polls (close to press time it appears Republicans took 

the majority in the House of Representatives, while the Democrats remained the 

majority in the Senate).  Off me extremely tiny little political soapbox, and on to 

business, then… 

 

RIP Richard, Lord Acton 

 

As some of you who are regular readers may have noted, in my ‘US to UK (or the 

reverse) Dictionary and Equivalent Concepts’ feature, I once wrote ‘Bill Bryson (Iowa to 

England) = Richard, Lord Acton (England to Iowa).’ Richard Lyon-Dalberg-Acton was 

the 4th Baron Acton and was made a life peer in 2000 as Baron Acton of Bridgnorth.  As 

I recall he spent a long time as a crossbencher but eventually went Labour.  His 

ancestor, the 1st Baron Acton, is often quoted: ‘Power tends to corrupt, and absolute 

power corrupts absolutely.’  It saddened me to receive an email on 13 October from my 

friend in Des Moines saying that Richard, Lord Acton had died on 10 October, from 

cancer.  (Readers may note that the date was ’42 Day’ as 10/10/10 in binary is 42).  My 

good friend in Iowa had studied with Lord Acton’s 

wife, Patricia Nassif Acton, a law professor at the 

University of Iowa, whom Lord Acton married in 

1988.  Lord Acton lived with his wife in England 

while Parliament was in session, and the rest of the 

time he lived in Cedar Rapids, Iowa. 

 

I am not sure how I first encountered Richard, Lord 

Acton’s work.  He would write for the major state-

wide Iowa newspaper, The Des Moines Register, from 

time to time.  I think a teacher of mine must have 

mentioned him a few times, but I do not remember 

reading his articles.  Somehow I chanced upon his 

book, A Brit Among the Hawkeyes,* with its clever 

illustration based on Iowa native Grant Wood’s 

painting, American Gothic, as you can see at the right.  

It was a collection of his writings for The Des Moines 

Register, as well as other pieces.  Back when my 

husband and I were courting, I gave him a copy of 

this book as an insight into Iowa life from a Brit’s 

perspective (particularly as I had already read the 

work in which Bill Bryson’s immortal line appears:  ‘I 

come from Des Moines – somebody had to,’ even 

though I am not from Des Moines.)   
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Back in 2003 when Colin Baker visited Iowa Public Television for events in support of 

the broadcast of Doctor Who, there was a feeling of  Anglo-American cross-cultural 

diplomacy happening, and I remember that at that time, I told my aforementioned 

(fannish!) friend who informed me of Lord Acton’s passing, ‘You know who we should 

have invited to these events? Richard, Lord Acton!’  He grinned and told me that he 

knew Lord Acton’s wife, and that he had already thought of this and mentioned it to 

them, but they were not available to attend the events!   

For a long time I had hoped to meet up with Lord Acton and his wife someday and we’d 

have a good chinwag about our different cross-cultural experiences.  (Lord Acton’s 

background certainly would have been a lot more interesting than mine, having been 

born in Rhodesia.)  I couldn’t really think of a viable method of doing this, but as we had 

some mutual acquaintances/friends, I thought it wasn’t completely impossible.  Earlier 

this summer I watched the England World Cup opener against the USA, and saw a very 

large Iowa flag with ‘Des Moines’ on it that 

someone had hung from the balcony of the 

stadium (which I placed in this 

publication).  Not long after that, I saw a 

statement on CNN.com from the University 

of East Anglia regarding its Climatic 

Research Unit’s alleged manipulation of 

data concerning climate change.  I was 

reminded that UEA’s Chancellor is in fact 

Lord Acton’s brother, Edward. (UEA is one 

of my alma maters, actually, though not the 

Climatic Research Unit.)  And I thought: 

why not send that nice picture of the Iowa 

flag in South Africa, in England’s World 

Cup opener to Richard, Lord Acton?  So I 

did, and wrote him a letter in care of the 

House of Lords, giving a little bit of a 

narrative about how small the world is, 

with the few people crossing our 

respective orbits, and how Iowa footie fans 

thought enough of their state to proudly 

display their Iowa flag.  I wasn’t soliciting 

anything in particular, but he sent a very 

nice note back to me, at left. 

 

My note was not unlike writing a ‘fan letter’ but I would be very reticent to call it a ‘fan 

letter’; no gushing and only a passing mention of his book.  However, if I hadn’t written 

‘fan letters’ in days gone by, I likely wouldn’t have bothered writing to a Very Important 

Person at all.   Now that he is gone and I will not get the chance to compare notes with 

him, I am very glad that I sent that letter to him, even though it may have seemed kooky 

or pointless in some respects.  I did not know that he was severely ill, but I’m glad I got 

to surprise and cheer him in a very small way.  I am even happier that he took a bit of 

time, ink, and postage to reply.  Thank you, Lord Acton, and may you rest in peace. 
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In honour of his memory, as well as his huge fondness for Iowa and for letters (this one 

to his aforementioned brother, Edward), here is one of my favourite anecdotes from A 

Brit Among the Hawkeyes (somewhat appropriately, it’s in the postscript, and it’s about  

Christmastime).  

 
*Iowa is nicknamed ‘The Hawkeye State.’  According to Wikipedia, quoting the official line from the Iowa Tourism 
office, ‘The Hawkeye State is a popular nickname for the state of Iowa. According to the Iowa State web site, 
"Two Iowa promoters from Burlington are believed to have popularized the name."  The nickname was given 
approval by "territorial officials" in 1838, eight years before Iowa became a state.’   The two men responsible for 
the promotion of this nickname are thought to be Judge David Rorer of Burlington and the newspaper publisher, 
James G. Edwards of Fort Madison and, later, Burlington. Burlington had been established in 1833 after the 
Black Hawk War of 1832. Mr. Edwards changed the name of his Burlington newspaper, The Iowa Patriot, to The 
Hawk-Eye and Iowa Patriot in tribute to his friend Chief Black Hawk.’ The Hawkeyes are also the University of 
Iowa sports teams.  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hawkeye_State  
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Spotted 

 

Was Irongron’s castle in fact, Camelot?  

 

42 Day/42nd Birth Day 

 

Regular readers will remember that at last month’s issue I was gearing up for my 

spouse’s 42nd birthday.  This turned out very well indeed, with a number of ‘42’-related 

celebrations.  The webmaster of the Douglas Adams Continuum (DAC) fan group, one of 

the groups who organised the ’42 Day’ activities (found here: 

http://www.douglasadams.se ) changed the front page of the website on 12 October 

specifically in honour of Mark’s birthday: 
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In addition to a Twitter hashtag, #happy42daymark, our very good friends made Mark a 

wonderful cake: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And the folks at Zombie Pumpkins ( http://www.zombiepumpkins.com  ) gave Mark 

a new pattern for his birthday, which we carved on Halloween: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Truth is Stranger Than Fiction by contributor Anthony S. 

 

Judge Joe Dredd, the fearsome law enforcement officer, was mauled almost to death by a 

clanking performance by Sly Stallone and crew in 1995. Breaking many of the rules of 

the character (chiefly by having the ego-need and nerve to show his face, not that we 

could ever have mistaken that square jaw for anyone else) the film crashed horribly, 

narrowly missing a Razzie on the way down. The fact that this was the only adaption of 

2000AD’s most prolific character meant that it still obtained somewhat of a cult 
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following to actually rate it. That is, until now. Rumours have it that Karl Urban looks set 

to play the Judge in an adaption by DNA films. The script is written by Alex Garland (of 

28 Days Later fame) and so offers us some hope that the lead character has enough self-

esteem to not need to show his face. The Judge’s sidekick for this outing is the rookie 

Judge Cassandra Anderson, being played by Olivia Thirlby. 

 

Dredd drives around Mega-City One on his ‘Lawmaster,’ a motorbike toting machine 

guns, lasers and an Artificial Intelligence that responds to commands and can ride itself. 

Back in the real world; Google have announced that they have been driven around San 

Francisco by their own AI cars. With just a little guidance from the driver, these seven 

cars have managed to clock up 140,000 miles. At some point you might feel the urge to 

get a perm, put on a leather jacket 

and an attitude, but somehow 

sticking a red sensor light on the 

front of a Toyota Prius just deflates 

the dream.  

 

Not that this has stopped the crazy 

bods at the Defence Advanced 

Research Projects Agency (DARPA) 

of thinking of other ways of using 

this ‘drive-myself’ technology. Their 

specification on flying Humvees for 

the army includes a point-and-go 

navigation system so that any grunt 

on the ground can jump in and fly 

the thing without needing the 

currently obligatory pilot’s license. 

 

But the self-driving vehicle is not the only Dredd tech DARPA has its eye on. Dredd’s 

Lawgiver handgun is being given the real world touch. Dredd’s bio-locked gun deals out 

5 different types of bullets. Admittedly, it is not the heat seeking bullets you see dealing 

out justice in Mega-City One, but they are not that far off. The Extreme Accuracy Tasked 

Ordinace (or Exacto) project allows for the bullet to be guided to its target mid-flight to 

follow a laser. Some .50 calibre rifles can fire over 7 kilometres but human limitations 

mean that a hit at anything over 2500 metres is extreme luck rather than skill. Exacto 

will mean that your one in a million shot will hit nine times out of ten. Well, six actually, 

if you want to get picky.  

 

Another nifty feature coming to a para near you is the self-frag bullet. The bullet is 

programmed to explode at just the right moment. Say your perp is hiding around a 

corner, simply aim and fire. The computer judges the distance and programmes the 

bullet as it leaves the barrel. At the appropriate distance, the bullet explodes, fragging 

your perp. Justice Served! Such is the inspiration of Judge Dredd on this development 

that many sources for this news mark it as the Judge Dredd smartgun project.  

 

One notes however, that should such a successful device start to become manufactured 

en-masse, expect the factory that creates it to be replaced by a banana grove at short 

notice! 
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Doctor Who Birthday Filk Corner 

With all apologies to the talented writer-performer-producer, Bob Gaudio 

 
Oh What a Night 
Late November back in sixty-three 
What a very special time for me 
As I remember what a night. 
 
Oh What a Night 
You know nobody seemed to know his name 
But I was never gonna be the same 
What a stranger, what a night. 
 
Oh I, got a funny feelin’ with that blue box in the room 
When I, walked inside that box I nearly swooned 
 
Oh What a Night 
Hypnotising, mesmerising me 
Should I stay with him or should I flee? 
Sweet surrender, what a night 
 
I felt a rush like a rollin’ ball of thunder 
When that blue box appeared just like a magic wonder 
Oh What a Night 
 
Oh I, got a funny feelin’ with that blue box in the room 
Yeah my, time machines don’t worry what’s too soon 
 
Oh what a night, you know I couldn’t believe my own sight 
The inside didn’t fit the length or height 
What a stranger, what a night 
 
I felt a rush like a rollin’ ball of thunder 
All the laws of physics and proportion goin’ under 
Oh What a Night 
 
Doo-doot-Doc-tor Who, Doo-doot-Doc-tor Who… [ad infinitum] 
 

 

Short Takes 

I recently answered the main telephone number at work (a television production 

company) and had a chat with a guy who was looking to get in touch with one of our 

freelancers.  This caller needed a copy of a film that said freelancer had worked on in 

the mid-60s.  I told him to send me an email with all of the details and that I would pass 

the information along to our freelancer.  When he emailed, he wrote, ‘I believe that 

Carey Blyton (close relative of Enid Blyton?) was responsible for the musical score (for 

which I think he received some considerable praise).’  I sent him an email back telling 

him that Carey was Enid’s nephew, and that I am a Doctor Who fan, and (as surely most 
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of those reading will know) that Carey Blyton had composed for Doctor Who.  I 

suggested that perhaps if our freelancer couldn’t help him obtain the film, he could try 

contacting http://www.careyblyton.co.uk ?  Unfortunately, and I thought rather 

sadly-predictably, he didn’t reply. 

A History of Horror with Mark Gatiss was thoroughly enjoyable.  I admit to being not 

much of a ‘horror’ fan, but that is probably because I am too conditioned to think of 

‘horror films’ has being ‘slasher-gore films.’   I was thoroughly impressed with the fact 

that the doc deliberately started out in the early days of horror, and then I was rather 

surprised that Gatiss didn’t move beyond the film, Halloween.  I have to say I agreed 

with his comparison of ‘gore’ to a ‘Dutch Elm disease’ of horror; I’ve always preferred 

psychological, mythical kind of horror, not ‘slasher’ pics, and we seem to be in 

agreement on this.  I dunno how it may have impacted the footage licensing budget but 

that interview with Vincent Price and Peter Cushing chatting together was worth the 

price of admission alone (I’m sure it was a lot more than that ;-). 
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